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Ultralight Sleeping Pad + Carrying Bag
Lightweight, & Compact Sleeping Mat for Backpacking,
Hiking Air Mattress

Methods of In�ation
Easy Blow Up Technology: Open the gas nozzle and in�ate with 
your mouth (easily in under 60 seconds). Tighten the gas nozzle 
after the in�ation is complete. You can also adjust the hardness 
as you wish: if it is over in�ated, you can open the gas nozzle to 
de�ate air, tighten the gas nozzle after that; if it is under in�ated, 
you can open the gas nozzle, in�ate with your mouth until the 
hardness of air bed is moderate. Finally, tighten the gas nozzle.

Method of De�ation
Open the gas nozzle, roll up the air bed from the end without 
gas nozzle, de�ate the air and tighten the gas nozzle. You can 
repeat the above steps; de�ate the air in the bed as completely 
as possible in order to get a smaller collection volume.

Storing Your Sleeping Pad
1. Lay �at the air bed and open the gas nozzle to in�ate the air bed, preserve it in a
    cool place.
2. Be sure to preserve the air bed in the state of in�ation in order to ensure that the  
    elasticity of stretch cotton will not be impaired if it is left unused for long time.

Cleaning Your Sleeping Pad
Tighten the gas nozzle after it is in�ated; clean it with a soft brush and neutral 
detergent. After that, �ush it with clean water. Finally, preserve it after it is dried 
naturally.

Notes:
1. Please place it in a place out of the pets’ reach.
2. Please do not use the air bed as buoyant apparatus.
3. Keep it away from �ame or hot objects; do not exposure it under sunlight for long  
    time.
4. Please put protection cloth under the air bed if it is not used in tents to protect it  
    from puncturing by sharp plants or debris.
5. Please do not put an in�atable air bed which gas nozzle has been tightened in a  
    car or tent under sunlight to prevent the air bed from being damaged by over  
    in�ation.
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Features:
• Packs into Small Bag for Easy Carry

• Heavy-Duty Ripstop Nylon Fabric

• Tear Resistant and De�ation Proof

• Portable, Lightweight, Flexible and Noise-Free

• Sturdy and Waterproof Outer Liner

• High-Quality Materials, Great for Hiking

• Easy to Clean, Warm, Comfortable and Washable

• Perfect for Camping, Backpacking, Hiking, Traveling and More

• Designed for Couple, Family, Adults, and Teens

What’s In The Box:
• (1) Ultralight Sleeping Pad

• (1) Carrying Bag

Technical Specs:
• Thick Sleep Support: 2.7'' -inches

• Construction Material: 20D Ultralight Nylon Fabric

• Max. Load Capacity: 400 lbs.

• Product Dimension: 

  Rectangular Style: 75'' x 26'' -inches

Questions? Issues?
We are here to help!

Phone: (1) 718-535-1800
Email: support@pyleusa.com
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